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We Specialize in 

About 
Overdrive
Overdrive is the leading real-time asset monitoring 
IOT company that connects vehicles, facilities, equipment, 
people and other assets into a mesh network and offer 
real-time accurate data on Overdrive platform. 
Our platform is configured to optimally deliver business 
objectives such as real-time tracking and monitoring, 
exception alerting and command centre visualization. 

Our technology is unique because of our open architecture 
that is able to ingest both in-house and partnered 
intelligence modules together and with an ability to tweak 
device-level firmware and connectivity — making our 
platform highly robust and scalable.

Our Mission
Grow our connected base by 
monitoring people, vehicles, 
and facilities simultaneously 
in precision as we expand our 
footprint in Asia.

What We Do

Our expertise is across these Industries

Airport Management Vessel Tracking

Heavy Machinery Monitoring People Monitoring

Sustainability Solutions

Smart Hygiene

Environmental Monitoring

Vehicle Monitoring

Construction Oil and Gas Transportation Shipping LogisticsWarehouse 

and more.



Our
Products

Gain full control your fleet of vehicles. Find out 
where your vehicles are, their estimated time of 
arrival, how fast they are going, if they need to be 
serviced and even the temperature of on-board 
cargo. Beyond tracking, we improve efficiency and 
reduce cost.

OverWheels
For Vehicles

Accurately track equipment, assess facility conditions 
and even monitor toilet consumables and usage 
patterns in real-time. OverGuard grants you the power 
to end-to-end visibility over your most valuable assets 
anywhere- even in locations where GPS is not available.

OverGuard
For Facilities and Equipment

We provide end to end transportation solutions for 
moving people safely, effectively and efficiently. 
We equip workers, students, employees, and 
subcontractors with the ability to send and receive 
precise geolocation data and enable real-time 
movement tracking to ensure their safety, always.

OverPax
For People

Why Overdrive?

Track different types of assets all 
in one single platform 

Scalable

Our Services

We transform your business vision into a reality. 
We formulate result-driven software innovations 
for businesses to optimize workflow, increase 
efficiency, and gain a higher relative advantage.

Software Product Development Services

Cut down development time and costs. Experience 
seamless integration of business platforms 
and create dedicated APIs for web and mobile 
applications.

API Development & Integration Services

We cover all stages of IoT development. We help 
you formulate ideas, develop products, and 
provide support and maintenance for accurate 
data access and visualisation anywhere, anytime.

Full Cycle IOT Development

Monitor asset usage, time, location 
and activity in high level precision

Accurate

Fast, easy and hassle-free 
integration. We also allow third 
party platforms to integrate with us. 

Easy Integration



Partners
and Clients
At Overdrive, we recognize that 
our clients are our partners, 
and play a vital role in the 
creation of our world-class 
solutions. We value our close 
relationship with all of them 
therefore we stay committed in 
providing high quality service 
and in giving them with the best 
support they need to efficiently 
grow their business.

Our Partners

Featured Clients And Many More

Hello, 
We Are Overdrive.

Overdrive IoT Pte Ltd

www.overdriveiot.com

ask@overdriveiot.com

+65 6950 0890


